
Rules for Translation in the Namia language 
Becky Feldpausch, SIL November 2008 

Abstract: A set of translation rules showing the difference between English and Namia, written for 

the purpose of helping co-translators translate well from English. This material is based on many 

years of living among the Namia people and studying their language. The outline is based on 

Stephen Levinsohn’s “narrative check” material.  

Language information   Language name: Namia (nnm) 
Language family: Sepik 
Location: West Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea 
Linguist(s): Tom and Becky Feldpausch  
What kinds of stories were looked at: (both oral and written) 

1. CHANGES IN WORD ORDER OF SENTENCES 

1.1 The most common order  
Namia usually puts the parts of the sentence in this order: 

Subject      Objects    Verb 
 Loko     tanalwa taplu       pnowe  (He gave food to his son.)  

(Namia examples used for illustration) 

In sentences that describe something, this is the order of the parts: 
 Pronoun –Noun        or        Noun   Adjective   

Loko   lu.  (He is a man).       Loko   walei. (He is tall.) 

Time and place go in this order usually: 
 Subject  Place/Time Object  Verb 
 On    apo   kali lomom  ija…. (I will now tell a story.) 

1.2 Moving a part to be first in the sentence1 
When a sentence begins a new part of the story, Namia says the name of the person who is important and 

new to the story first in the sentence.  
For example: Lomom on pakalirae…. And him I passed by. 
 
Sometimes a person or thing that is already known in the story is said first in the sentence. This can happen 

for two reasons:  
1. Usually it happens because this is a new place or person that will be important in the next sentences; 

For example, in a story about thieves, the words “the thieves” are said first in the sentence, even 
though they are the object.  

Pijou lu lommom amujwamu nalwani lu loko kalija yareile. 
(About those thieves, the storeowner sent them word.)  

2. Sometimes the name of something that is less important is said first part in the sentence, since what 
comes later in the sentence are always the more important things. 

For example, an object, ‘me’ is said first in the sentence because that shows that God, the subject, 
is more important: 
   Onma God yar nowae aro krae.  

To me God put this many years. 

                                                           
1 Called pre-posing. 
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1.3 Saying a part at the end of the sentence2 
The subject of a sentence will be added on after a pause at the end of the sentence when more information is 

needed to know something about the subject.  
For example: Em Yaka aro lamonae, Aiirawe wala wal ple lomko. 

We slept at Yaka, they who went from Aiirawe village. 

Other parts of a sentence will move to the end of the sentence for one of these three reasons: 

1. To make this part more clear  
For example, time is said last in sentence: 

 Tan plim er Godlaka kalim pnakei taerire, womi walwa. 
 The two children we continue to teach night day

2. To begin a new part of the story (setting) 
For example, place is said last in the sentence: 
 I wom onma aro yam waninakimo, napuka.  

On kar nakware lokok, i onma napuk aro yam kwokijamo.  
“You must wait for me here at road.” When I come with the car, watch for me on the road. 

3. To make the subject more important 

In this story, the kiap was the most important, so the object, our fighting ways, was said at the end of 
the sentence. 

For example: Kiap loko yamkelonrre, emka yao napu lomom.
This officer he (is the one who) stopped our fighting ways.

1.4 Repeating a verb word to join sentences3 
Repeating a verb word to join sentences does not happen very many times in Namia stories that have been 

written down, but does happen a lot more in stories that are told (oral stories). It may be that when the verb is 
repeated in written stories, it slows down the action to point to a very important part of the story.  

 The following sentences were from a written story about a man hanging himself. The only repeated 
phrase in this story (taking a vine) happens right before the man hangs himself: 

 
I ayowiyae pnakale. Pnakale e, i mi lok maem aro  meiro nalirae. 

….and secretly took (a vine). Taking (it), (he) on a tree there hung (himself). 

2. TRANSLATING STORIES THAT SOUND GOOD IN NAMIA4 
Namia divides actions in a story three different ways.  

 

Less important actions and talk      Actions that move story along               Important Actions 

                                                                                                                                                                               

 - pa- aro or nothing 

                                                           
2 Called post-posing. 
3 Called tail-head linkage. 
4 How Namia distinguishes foreground-background informaiton 
5 Verbs with pa- are neither foreground or background events. Namia has a three-way distinction rather than a two-way one. 
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2.1 Actions that move the story along 
Actions that move the story along are the most common type of action in stories, and Namia says and 

writes pa- on the front of the verbs to show this.5  
 
11- Lwae kakeya parpenakale popo e, i lomko pakopaejale. 12- Lomko walaya parpeyare. 13- I Aijwaki 

peyameikame, 
11- After the pig went far away, they lost it. 12 They came back to the house, 13 and Aijwaki said 

2.2 Important actions 
The more important actions6 in Namia stories have the word “aro” before the verb, and do not have pa- on 

the front of the verb.  
For example: I balir lowi loko amum aro mweijonae 
The wing of the plane hit the mountain. 
 

The really important actions7 in Namia (only one or two in each story) do not have the word “aro” or pa- 
on the verb word. You can tell they are important actions because of their importance to the story. 

 
 For example, sentences 2 and 5 below are really important and do not have “aro” or pa-: 
 
 1- I balir lowi loko amum aro mweijonae The wing of the plane hit the mountain. 

2. Balir lowi loko ku      The wing of the plane broke. 
3. I mi tea palnaleya      and flames burst out. 
4. Balir tro tro tea aro waliro prowe,  the plane broke into little pieces 
5. I lu pli laplimom mi tea nakeirlpae  And the two men were just burned by the fire. 

2.3 Actions or talk that support the story8 
Namia does not put the word “aro” or pa- on the beginning of the verb when the action or talk only 

supports the story, it does not move the story along. 
 
Examples of sentences that support the story: 

Onka kali nowae tea le  My story is now finished 
Yaru lu tija elm yaramke  A Yaru man married a woman in the north. 
tijei tija walo no wokire  A big white stone was standing 
On ar irno iron awarka kanire I did not believe at this time 
 
Many times the action is slowed down before the most important action (peak) of a story. In Namia, a 

sentence that supports the story is used right before the most important action. Sometimes an “arowe” 
sentence is used, or the name of the person has both a name/ noun and a pronoun. 

3. WAYS NAMIA JOINS WORDS AND SENTENCES  

3.1 Using no joining word 
When Namia joins things that belong together, no “i” is used:  
 For example: El tanaki lomko ple.   The women and children went.  
 
Namia sentences can also be joined with no word when their actions do not come right after each other or 

go together. For example, in the example below, the second sentence adds something to the first sentence, but it 
is not the next action. 

 For example: Em lu waleija aro nire, Pagwika. Em panire, wik tija. 
We all stayed at Pagwi. We stayed a week.  

 
                                                           
 
6 Called foreground or salient information. 
7 Peak of the story 
8 Background information 
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Namia uses no joining word when a negative talk is followed by a positive talk: 

For example:  
Aro tapanijam,  paemari. .......Nijapanwei are. 
Do not live like this. Do not. ….Here is good living. 

 
Another time that Namia uses no joining word is when the second sentence gives strength to the first, 

rather than saying the opposite. The next example is from a story of an upset father, who gets angry at the wrong 
people9: 

For example:  
Em  kali lomom lu  pli laplimom yameire Parle Meya lapli miyam. Em Yarulam ao yameire        

wolpan kali, pelwale. 
We said this talk here only to Parle and Meya. We didn't say the fighting words to those here  

at Yolu, definitely not. 

3.2 The most common joining word “i” 
Many Namia sentences are joined with ‘i’ at the beginning of the second sentence to show that the 

meanings of the two sentences go together. This is the same work as the English joining words “and”, “so”, 
“then”. 

  
When actions usually follow each other, ‘i’ is used to show this. 

For example: Em womika yak yamkweilyae. I Yangok lu tija em paplake… 
   We arrived at night. Then a Yangkok man asked us… 

 
Lomko onma porolae, i ple 
They helped me and went 
 
Luwariya parpam kapreyale, i em panire 
Luwariya arrived so we stayed  

3.3 How to translate English “but” (Tok Pisin “tasol”) 
Namia does not have a word that is used in the same way as “but”10. To translate an English “but, Namia 

just puts the two sentences together with no joining word, or uses “i”. 
 

Here is an example where the meaning is “but” and Namia does not use any joining word between the two 
sentences:  Lomkoya paeyale, walaya. Ne aro yakakani, amka tan tan. 

Only they should go to the house. But you should stay here first with your child. 
 

Loko tapalnakleyale lokok, i amum ao keinakire... 
When he tried to go around, but could not see the mountain... 

3.4 How Namia translates the English joining word “after” 
Namia uses the joining word popo at the end of the sentence to mean that action was done first before the 

next action. 
For example: Er peyam kwanire popo, i eko aro plake 

After we came and sat, she asked 
 

Em lira lomom prae popo, i em ple 
We ate the coconuts, then we went 

    
Em lipal ponek tamnae popo, i em wei pakowe….  
‘After we finished resting our legs, we hit the drum…. 

                                                           
9 Amae, sentence 40-41 
10 contrastive 
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3.5 Other ways Namia joins actions 
3.5.1 Translating English “because” and “therefore” in sentences 

In Namia, the reason for an action is moved before the result of the action. And usually the sentence with 
the reason ends with a pronoun.  

 
For example: Eko pae powe, awarka yare 

She did not come because she was sick. 
    

 Lwae lomom tapneike loko i tea malanweire 
The pig went to convulse because it had been shot.  

    
Lu kelo yare lomom i skul lomom owa 
Therefore we will have the course if many men come. 

3.5.2 New thought in a story11  
When there is a new thought in a story, Namia uses “arna” to show that.  

For example:  
Lao polwae loko, arowi waolweli pijaki, lao waolweli namaklaka. Arna aro powele,  
lao pijaki, i waolweli namaklaka.  

‘This is how it rains, the mist and wind come first and the rain comes afterward. However this 
time it began to happen like this, the rain came first and the wind afterward.’ 

4. WRITING PEOPLE’S TALK12 
When Namia tells about words that people say, they usually use the exact words that people say, and use 

the verb “say” first before the words that were said. When two people talk between each other, you do not have 
to write “he said” and then “he answered”. 

4.1 How to remember the people through the whole story13 
Namia has a number of ways to talk about people in a story. There might be no word to mark the person, or 

a pronoun on the verb word, or a pronun, or a noun, or a phrase.   

When the same subject is talked about in the next sentence, usually there is no word that marks that 
person14. Sometimes a pronoun is put on the end of the verb to put more importance on the person. 

When the object of a sentence becomes the subject in the next sentence, or when a person who was spoken 
to answers in the next sentence, Namia uses a pronoun.15

When a person is not talked about in two or three sentences, then a noun is used to talk about him again. 16

Namia does not change the way they talk about people depending on how important the person is in the 
story.  
 

Nouns and phrases are used to mark animals, thing and ideas. Nouns and phrases are sometimes used for 
these during the whole story. Pronouns are not often used to mark them. 
 

 
 

                                                           
11 Development marker 
12 Direct and indirect speech 
13 Participant reference 
14 Called the S1 context according to Stephen Levinsohn. 
15 Called the S2 and S3 contexts according to Stephen Levinsohn. 
16 Called the S4 context according to Stephen Levinsohn. 
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A noun along with a pronoun (for example, lu loko) means that that person or thing is more important in 
that sentence. 
  For example, in a story that talks about a bird that was shot, but hidden, both a noun and a pronoun 
name the bird (ewonni lomom) to show that the bird is more important in this sentence than a bird normally is. 
In other words, pay attention to this bird.  
   Polwaeyale womika peyakale, ewonni lomom paneike 

‘Polwaeyale went first at night, shot this bird’ 

4.2 How to decide about directions in stories17  
Namia picks one place in each story to be the centre, and all the sentences and verbs then come, go or show 

“here” and “there” based on that centre.  
For example: In the gourd story18, the centre is the speaker and the house where the speaker and important 
person are sitting. The speaker picks breadfruit “there”, and “comes” back. The main character urinates “there” 
(away from the house) and returns and sits “here”.  
 

3 Em elam wanma pamnarre i em parpeyare, i panaklowe. 4 Nawei pamoure popo i aoloka ni lwama  
 maem peyamkanire.  

 
In the plane crash story, the center is the speaker (at his home). The important people “go” to Vanimo. 

They buys things “there”. On the third day they wanted to “come” back. 
 
Lapli Wanimoya aro lelaplire... Wanimo maem ollim pamlaolo laplire. Walwa mani kali lokok balira aro  
 alyar laplire. 

 
In the story about a man getting bit by a pig, the center is where the man was bit. The pig stands “there” on 

the way to where Tapo is. Tapo followed the noise and ran “there” and got bit. Then Wijowe arrives “here”. 
 
Lwae yao aro lamkakire, Tapo lapli mo ran plele napu maem... Pamkalikapreyale e, i Tapo pnakalinake....  
 Lwae tea pnakakire e, i Wijowe aolo aro yamkalikapreyale. 

5. KINDS OF INFORMATION IN LESS IMPORTANT SENTENCES19 
The words “relative clause” mean a part of a sentence that talks about or gives more talk about a person or 

thing talked about in the rest of the sentence. In English, a relative clause starts with a pronoun like “who”.  
An example of a relative clause in English is: “who went” 

Namia makes relative clauses by putting a pronoun like “loko”. “lomko”, or “lomom” at the end of them.  
emka wala lu Wanimo ple lomko  
some of our men who went to Vanimo  (this gives more talk about men in the story) 

Here is another example. This sentence has a long relative clause that tells more about the “story”: 

  Er apo kali lomom ijarle, Arolam nam ijo walwam pakeijalporae lomom.  

We will now tell you a story about when Aro’s family pulled sago out of the water. 
 

Namia does not put new talk in relative clauses in stories. Namia does put new talk in relative clauses at 
the beginning of stories when names and descriptions of people or things are first talked about. 

5.1.1 Information flow 
Most Namia sentences have only one bit of new information. When there is a lot of new things to talk 

about, three new things can be in one sentence.  
  
When Namia wants to slow down the information in sentences, a sentence like this will be used.   

Loko arowe. 
It is like this. 

                                                           
17 Deictic centre 
18 Aporane’s gourd story, clauses 3 and 4 
19 Pre-nuclear subordinate clauses 
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6. TRANSLATING SPEECHES AND OTHER TALK THAT IS NOT A 
STORY 

6.1 Main information in different types of talk 
Namia has three different types of talk:  

1. Stories that have a beginning, middle and end 

The main actions that move the story along have pa- at the beginning of the verb word, and the 
important actions have the word “aro” before the verb.  

2. Stories about “how to do” something like making a canoe 

The actions that must be done in a certain order have pa- on the front of the verb word. 

3. Talk about how people should or should not act 

The actions or talk that show the reasons start with ??20

 

 

 

                                                           
20 More study on non-narrative discourse is needed to develop this section.  
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